
If your club’s toe points straight to the

sky halfway through your backswing and

again when the shaft is parallel to the

ground past impact, you have fallen for

one of golf’s most common myths—the

toe-up-to-toe-up syndrome.  

What’s physically happened is that

your hands have incorrectly rotated open.

If you open the club somewhere on the

downswing, you have to close it. Maybe

that’s not a problem if you have quick

hands, but most golfers swing down over

the top, trying to help an open face get

shut. The desired position is a parallel-to-

the-spine clubface as the shaft reaches

waist high. 

Correct this problem with a knuckle-

count drill, which works with strong, neu-

tral or weak grips. The same number of

knuckles seen while looking down at

address should be seen at waist high. 
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Good: Club Matches Spine Angle
Good players maintain their original spine tilt through the impact area.

Notice how my spine angle and club position match at waist high on the
backswing. Because the toe-up-to-toe-up misconception is so widespread,
some members may think the club is shut, but it’s on the correct plane. 

Bad: Toe-Up Position (Inset) This club incorrectly points to the sky as
it reaches waist high on the backswing. The hands had to rotate open to
arrive at this common mistake position.

Don’t fall for the
toe-up-to-toe-up myth

Waist High: Notice how the
same three knuckles that were
visible at address are visible as
the club shaft reaches waist
high. This correctly keeps the
clubface on the same angle as
your spine.  

Address: Most golfers see
between two and three left-
hand knuckles as they look
down at address. The same
number of knuckles seen in this
position should also be seen as
the club reaches waist high. 

Scott Sackett is director
of instruction for the PGA
TOUR Golf Academy, located
at World Golf Village in St.
Augustine, FL.
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